
REPURPOSE+ REIMAGINE

EVENT PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL

Bedford’s SALA Exhbition and Closing Night Celebration 
17 - 19 August 2022



Partnering with Bedford to present our SALA event will have direct and positive  
impact on those living with a disability in South Australia.

About Bedford 

Bedford is determined to contribute to an Australia where every person with a disability is
supported to achieve their life goals.

We are the second largest employer for people with disability in Australia, providing a holistic range of 
NDIS services for 1300 clients across 18 sites in South Australia.

The clients who create our SALA artwork are Day Options clients. The Day Options program is 
designed to reach personal goals and needs, build social skills, confidence, self-esteem and promote 
independence. 

As a not-for-profit, Bedford relies on the generosity of our donors to improve the programs we can 
provide for our clients. Your contribution to our SALA event will go toward boosting the programs and 
opportunities we provide for our Day Options clients. 
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What is SALA? 

The South Australian Living Arts Festival (SALA) is a state-wide festival open to any artist.  
For the past two years Bedford has embraced in this festival across our metro and regional sites. 
The festival provides our most talented clients a tangible opportunity to exhibit their hard work.

For the first time, the Bedford SALA exhibition will be open to the public for an extended period in 
2022. The Bedford Exhibition will be open from 17 – 19 August, 10 am until 3 pm daily with free entry. 
This is an exciting opportunity for the clients’ families, friends and general public to visit at their leisure.

This year’s closing night cocktail event will be attended by Bedford clients, staff and families and will 
also be open to the general public. We will be inviting Bedford’s wider business and commercial
community to attend and expect there will be fantastic opportunity for networking.

The Opportunity 

As a partner you will support a unique experience and gain a fascinating insight into how our 
clients express their world through creative outlets like a paintbrush, pencils or on a kiln.

Please find all partnership opportunities on the following pages. 
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Presenting Partner  - $10,000

As the major event partner you will receive: 

Recognition across promotional material and event as ‘Presenting Partner’ 

10 x complimentary tickets to the SALA Closing Night Celebration event 

A Bedford SALA artist award in your company name, and opportunity to present the award to
recipient 

Opportunity to supply collateral for guest goodie bags 

Logo to appear on all online and printed event materials, including event reminders, and key social 
media promotion  

Full page advertorial placed in on-day program booklet (A5 size) 

1x dedicated social media post detailing the partnership on both Facebook and Linked In 

Logo to appear on digital displays  

Acknowledgement by MC during the event 

Editorial mention in the SALA wrap up feature in ‘Changing Lives’ (10,000 unit distribution) 

Dedicated acknowledgement in souls event eDM to 5,000+ strong audience 

Team opportunity for a tour of SALA exhibition and Morning Tea with contributing artists  

Brand recognition and alignment with one of South Australia’s most recognised 
not-for-profit organisations
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Picasso Partner - $5,000 

At this level of supporting partner you will receive: 

Recognition across promotional material and at the event 

6 x complimentary tickets to the SALA Closing Night Celebration event 

Opportunity to supply collateral for guest goodie bags 

Logo to appear on all online and printed event materials, including event reminders, and key social 
media promotion 

Half page advertorial placed in on-day program booklet (A5 size) 

1x dedicated social media post acknowledging the partnership on both Facebook and Linked in
Logo to appear on digital displays  

Acknowledgement by MC during the event 

Editorial mention in the SALA wrap up feature in ‘Changing Lives’ (10,000 unit distribution) 

Acknowledgement in event eDM reminder to 5,000+ strong audience 

Brand recognition and alignment with one of South Australia’s most recognised
not-for-profit organisations
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Monet Partner - $3,500

At this level of supporting partner you will receive: 

Recognition across promotional material at the event

4 x complimentary tickets to the SALA Closing Night Celebration event

Half page advertorial placed in on-day program booklet (A5 size)

1x social media acknowledging the partnership on both Facebook and Linked in

Logo to appear on digital displays

Acknowledgement by MC during the event

Editorial mention in the SALA wrap up feature in ‘Changing Lives’ (10,000 unit distribution)

Acknowledgement in event eDM reminder to 5,000+ strong audience

Brand recognition and alignment with one of South Australia’s most recognised 
not-for-profit organisations
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Artist Sponsor - $850

As an artist sponsor you support Bedford SALA contributing artists work and allow them to bring two 
guests to the SALA Closing Night Celebration. Please note, artist sponsorship is randomly allocated at 
Bedford’s discretion.

As an artist sponsor you will receive: 

Recognition on the artwork’s label

2 x complimentary tickets to the SALA Closing Night Celebration event

Recognition in the program

Acknowledgement by the MC at the event

You will help cover the cost for the artist to bring two guests

Meet and greet with the artist at the event
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

Molly O’Brien
Events and Community Engagement Specialist

p: 0423 866 554 e: mobrien@bedfordgroup.com.au

17 - 19 August 2022
Bedford day Options Artists - SALA Exhibition


